
5/26/76 

Dear Donald, 

While my wife is copying those CIA pages, a few eugeeetions. 

We have only ane mail a day. It comes and goes at the same time, generally 
about 10 a.m. There may be occasion in the future to rush something. If I'm called 
early enough it saves me the tin-mile trip into town and the post office. 

This is entirely new, entirely unpublished, with not even a suggestion of it 
and total suppression of it by the Rockefeller Commission. I've enloosing the covering 
letter. 

However, I knew it much earlier - 1564. The analyis I then made that coincides 

with this is in Whitewash, my first book. I did not know about CIA'a analysis then. I 
did and have the FBI's and Secret Service's, both of which I've published. This is 
little known. However, you have all three in general agreement and all three ignoring 

the missed of Tague shot. 

This postulates a shot it at ffame 190. As I remember it I said 189 almost 

12 years ago. 

If you go for the use of the film, I think using it as evidence makes a 
difference in any reaction, like from the Zapruder heria. 

And if you do this there are more frames missing from the original than I 
brought out in Whitewash, when I had no acceso to the film. There is a gap at 
about frame 160. 

Any shot prior to frame 210 in an of itself means at least another shooter, 

side from the destruction of both Commission's this moans. 

If you go for this and for the press conference suggestion, you can have 
fachimiles of what all three agencies concluded to hand out. I think this would be 

effective. Ig you go for a series I have other ideas. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


